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•! /0-12*!10+!34*1!aspect of the 9#$%&$'(!:7#!6-'!9+($'!17!*++!,-%.$'( or d4$=$'(; Is it maintained and attractive? 
•! ?,'$'(*!@!'7!1+-4*)!A7**)!&$41)!8-&$'(!74!7#1&-1+&!$'874A-B7'C!I*!10+!#'&+4*$&+!6%+-'!-'&!679,+9!84++;!
•! D4++!,+%%*!!-'&!5%-'1+4*!@!$*!%-'&*6-5$'(!-%$=+!-'&!54#'+&;!?4+!+%+A+'1*!10+!4$(01!*6-%+;!>7!,++&*E!!
•! /$'&7,!%+&(+*!@!'7!679,+9*)!&+-&!F$+*)!14-*0)!5++%$'(!5-$'1)!A#&G&#*1!H6%+-'!$'*$&+!-'&!7#1*$&+I!
•! J$&+,-%.*)!6#49*!-'&!5-4.$'(!-4+-*!!@!'7!(-49-(+)!6$(-4+K+!9#K*)!(#A or weeds!

!! L7%74*!
•! Work towards M!@!N!67%74!60-'(+*!&+5+'&$'(!7'!the building's -460$1+61#4-%!&+1-$%* and surfaces!
•! Choices should be both district and b4-'&!-554754$-1+C!Paints fade so plan to repaint every 7 - 10 years!
•! <4-,!-K+'B7'!17!74!A$'$A$O+!-4+-*!78!(4+-1+4!78!%+**+4!$A5741-'6+!,$10!607$6+!-'&!-55%$6-B7'!78!67%74*!

!! P$(0B'(!
•!

Il%#A$'-1+ the +'14:,-:!%-'&$'(!5-&!&$4+61%:!$'!847'1!78!&774•!
How many of the 6 layers of light do :7#!0-=+!? 

•! L744+61!%$(01!9#%9*C!PR<2*!-1!10+!4$(01!67%74!1+A5+4-1#4+!HS+%=$'I)!$'!10+!4$(01!9+-A!*54+-&!-'&!6744+61!LTU!
•! All light bulbs should be VWWX!8#'6B7'-%!H'7'+!9#4'+&!7#1I!

!! J$('-(+!!
•! J1:%+!@!-554754$-1+!874!:7#4!&$*14$61!-'&!-&+Y#-1+!Y#-'B1:!874!'#A9+4!78!=$+,$'(!-'(%+*!
•! U*!:7#4!*$('-(+!5%-6+&!$'!-'!$'1#$B=+)!#'79*14#61+&!%76-B7'!74!$*!$1!177!0$(0;!D77!9$(;!/47'(!-'(%+;!

•! Z74!&4$=+4*!@!$'!-'!-4+-!10+:!6-'!*++!,$107#1!0-=$'(!17!1-.+!10+$4!+:+*!7[!10+!47-&!874!177!%7'(!
•! Z74!5+&+*14$-'*!\!$'!-'!-4+-!10+:!6-'!*++!-*!10+:!-5547-60!7'!8771C!&7!-,'$'(*!-**$*1!74!79*14#61;!

•! J6-%+!@!4+-&-9%+!87'1!74!$&+'B3-9%+!(4-50$6*!,0+'!!(%-'6+&!-1!$'!A7B7'!-1!-!&$*1-'6+!
•! ]4-50$6*!!@!6#44+'1)!#'$Y#+!-'&!5478+**$7'-%%:!74!64+-B=+%:!-55%$+&C!1+^1#4+*!74!%-:+4*!-&&!$'1+4+*1!-'&!=-%#+!
•! L7'1+'1!@!-=7$&!177!A#60!$'874A-B7'!*#60!-*!1-(!%$'+)!507'+)!,+9*$1+)!*5+6$-%*)!+16Q!7'!:7#4!54$A-4:!*$('!

!! /$'&7,!&$*5%-:*!
•! _7#4!67A5-':!*$(' or name)!$8!5%-6+&!7'!10+!(%-**)!*07#%& NOT !9%76.!10+!=$+,!$'!17!:7#4!*174+!
•! U*!:7#4!&$*5%-:!6#44+'1)!67%748#%!-'&G74!0$(0!67'14-*1)!,+%%!9-%-'6+&!-'&!M@<;!
•! S++5!%$(01*!!7'!`N!07#4*!a!4+5%-6+!9#4'+&!7#1!9#%9*!
•! ]77&!876#*+&!&$*5%-:!%$(0B'(!!
•! <7!:7#!0-=+!+'7#(0!%$(01!3^1#4+*!$'!:7#4!,$'&7,!&$*5%-:;!L744+61!%$(01!9#%9*;!/0+4+!-4+!10+:!-$A+&;!
•! /0-12*!=$*$9%+!10r7#(0!10+!4+F+6B7'*!$'!10+!(%-**;!!P$(01*;!/0-1!,-%%*!-'&!67%74*!6-'!:7#!*++;!!
• B%$'&*!74!6#41-$'*!@!,0-1!67%74!-'&!67'&$B7'!-4+!10+:;!!
•! >+=+4!64+-1+!an unfinished, unattractive =$*$9%+!9-6.*$&+!17!?>_DbU>]!!@!$8!:7#4!*0755+4!6-'!*++!$1!!@!:7#!'++&!17!
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•! c%-6+!(47#5*!78!%-4(+4!*6-%+!5$+6+*)!A-''+Y#$'*!74!710+4!4+%-1+&!5475*!7#1*$&+!$'!:7#4!8#4'$*0$'(*!O7'+!
•! ?%%7,!874!-&+Y#-1+!clearance!between your products and the nearest obstacle (minimum of 4 ft)
• d+460-'&$*+!product 9:!*1-6.$'()!-'(%$'(!-'&!3%%$'(!!=*Q!*$A5%:!%+-'$'(!-(-$'*1!10+!,-%%!
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THE ESSENTIALS

Let’s get personal. Essentials of Effective Storefronts is even more effective when followed  
up with individualized training and feedback.

A one-on-one consultation expands on the seminar content by providing more specific personalized 

scheduled the day of the presentation, these one-hour store evaluations are offered at a reduced rate.

Input from an experienced and objective retail environment expert helps shop owners 
make needed improvements, adds value to the shopper experience and increases sales. 
Retail store design and merchandising is a specialty area so important to profitability that 
even seasoned architects call for help. Seanette unearths and identifies obstacles to 
buying and strategically applies retail space planning and design principals that create  a 
place from scratch or refresh the existing store.

THE ESSENTIALS

and liked your ideas and so did I. It was refreshing to talk with someone who thinks like an owner to bounce ideas off of. 
I also used your ideas on  the outside of my store and really like how it turned out.” 

Kristin Ling – A Framers Touch, Forrest Grove, OR

“Your ideas were both inspiring and practical.” 
Ann Miner – Yarn Folk, Ellensburg, WA

“Within 90 minutes of rearranging a few key areas based on your suggestions, I went from watching reluctant sidewalk 
browsers walk by to having have 5 shoppers come in and I made 3 sales. That made my day . Your ideas were creative yet  

common sense. I wasn’t sure exactly what to expect but I’m so glad I signed up for a consultation. It’s been several  
months since and the effects are lasting” 

Carine La Pointe  - Carine’s Studio, Astoria, OR

“I appreciated your ingenuity.” 
Mitch Mitchum, commercial property owner, Astoria, OR

A recognized speaker, Seanette presents seminars on what constitutes effective store 
design, window displays and visual merchandising. Clients and audiences include

specialty retailers, restaurants, community organizations and business groups served by Portland Metro, Oregon 
Main Street and Washington Main Street programs. She provides customized training and design solutions for 
store owners, conducts a workshop series (The Naked Truth About Well Dressed Windows©), has been interviewed 
several times for Entrepreneur.com’s retail segments and will be a featured guest speaker for the 2014 National 

you’ll get as a result will have tremendous and immediate impact for both you and the district. When 

Main Streets annual conference.

“You helped me rethink my space and how to use my fixtures in ways that hadn’t occurred to me. My customers noticed 

visual merchandising to independent businesses who want to stay competitive and current. 
Seanette Corkill founded Frontdoor Back to bring the benefits of professional design and  

solutions that you, the retailer, can implement in both the short term (as in simply rearranging) to the 
longer term (as in refreshing graphics or investing in key window display infrastructure.) The “To do list” 

Seanette Corkill founded Frontdoor 
Back to bring the benefits of 
professional design and visual 
merchandising to independent 
businesses who want to stay 
competitive and current. Input form 
an experienced and objective retail 
environment expert helps shop owners 
make needed improvements, adds 

value to the shopper experience and increases sales. Retail 
store design and merchandising is a specialty area so 
important to profitability that even seasoned architects call 
for help. 

Seanette unearths and identifies obstacles to buying 
and strategically applies retail space planning and design 
principles that create a place from scratch or refresh the 
existing store.

Anne Marie Luthro was a pioneering 
member of Envirosell, a renowned 
research agency and has spent the 
last twenty years focusing a critical eye 
and a keen ear on all things retail and 
shopper-centric. Two decades studying 
the environmental factors that influence 
the purchasing decision, as well as 
the psychology of shopping behavior 

have earned AML a reputation as a leading authority in 
the industry of retail design. Anne Marie has worked on 
hundreds of retail concepts for a wide array of clients. Her 
insights have been shared with audiences across the globe.        

Anne Marie developed, practiced and fine-tuned 
observational and research methods. Today she uses that 
historical perspective to help clients build, nourish and keep 
their shopper base.

“You helped me rethink my space and how to use my fixtures 
in ways that hadn’t occurred to me. My customers noticed 
and liked your ideas and so did I. It was refreshing to talk with 
someone who who thinks like an owner to bounce ideas off 
of. I also used your ideas on the outside of my store and 
really liked how it turned out.”

“My retailers and property owners needed and wanted to hear 
what you had to say. I saw positive change in the storefronts 
the same day you presented. We can’t wait to have you back 
for the next session.”

“Your ideas were both inspiring and practical” “I appreciate your ingenuity.”

Let’s get personal. Creating Stellar Stores and Storefronts is even more effective 
when followed up with individualized training and feedback.

A one-on-one consultation expands on the seminar content by providing more specific personalized solutions 
that you, the retailer, can implement in both the short term (as in simply rearranging) to the longer term (as in 
refreshing graphics or investing in key window display infrastructure). The “To do list” you’ll get as a result will 
have tremendous and immediate impact for both you and the district.

Kristin Ling
A Framer’s Touch
Forrest Grove, OR
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Mitch Mitchum
Commercial Property Owner
Astoria, OR


